Team Meeting -- Week # 6

Date: 02/19/2020
Time: 9:00pm to 10:00 pm

PROTOCOL - Meeting only by Agenda

Officers Team (3 out of 5 Officers)
- Jai
- Swamy
- Padma
- Ram
- Pavithra

EC Team (5 out of 10 EC)
- Arun
- Mohan
- Raj
- Prabhu
- Vinodh
- Poongodi
- Krithika
- Mahendran
- Shawn
- Shanker

Tech team update
- Working on DB validation
Website update

Badminton
- AJ working on the place & Logistics

Women's day
Tentative date

Tamil Nadu Thiruvizha (Charity)
April end. – TBD

Charity update
- Planning for calls
- Planning for Video – advertisement

Tamiley Amudhey kickoff update
- Agenda of the team discussed
- Volunteers appreciation every quarter TBD

Education team update.
- Certificates planned for the volunteers - Volunteers hours captured
- Planning done on how to proceed